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野辺山電波ヘリオグラフ科学運用延長期間における太陽研究
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The scientific operation of Nobeyama Radio Heliograph has been extended by the end of March 2015. The fiscal year 2010
(April 2010 ? March 2011) is the first year of the extension period. In order to maximize the scientific outcome during this exten-
sion period, the Nobeyama Radio Heliograph Scientific Operation Consortium was established and has performed the research
plans and the operations which were proposed to National Astronomical Observatory of Japan (NAOJ) by it.

The main research topics during the extension period are ”better understanding of the acceleration/transport/dissipation pro-
cesses of high-energy (a few hundreds keV ˜ a few MeV) electrons in solar flares”, ”derivation of coronal magnetic fields”, ”re-
search on prominence eruption and its utilization to space weather research”, and ”long-term variation of solar active phenomena
through two solar cycles”. Recently several results were achieved on these topics. In this presentation, we briefly introduce them.

In addition to these researches, we proposed the following proposals, ”constitution of a subcommittee on Nobeyama Radiohe-
liograph scientific operation consortium in NAOJ”, ”to hold a users’ meeting each year”, ”to have a CDAW (Coordinated Data
Analysis Workshop) each year”, ”encouragement for domestic scientists to of stay for collaborative researches at Nobeyama”,
”collaborative researches with Hinode”, ”teaching and lectures/seminars by the scientists in Nobeyama Solar Radio Observa-
tory”, ”appeal the results to public”, ”to find seeds which expand to a new project in the future”, and ”advertisement of this
research field for under-graduate students”. Some of them have already been realized in the fiscal year 2010. In this presentation,
we also report such activities.
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